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Draft MINUTE –Board Meeting 

Monday 25th August 2014, CDT office, 7:30pm 

Item 

Directors Present: Emma Margrett, William Levack, Sharon Rice-Jones, Chris Palmer, Blair 

Urquhart, Bob Hughes 

Staff: Naomi Clarke, Will Reid, Claire Mullan 

a) Apologies had been received from Fiona Davidson, Ray McMaster, David McCall, 

Davie Robertson and Andy Heming 

b) Declarations of Interest - David Hustwaite (WT) friend of W. Levack  

2) Minutes of previous meeting  

a) Approval 

Approved as a true account of the meeting held on June 30th 2014  

b) Matters arising 

Finance WG review of procurement policy still outstanding. To be achieved by next 

meeting.  

Road works have been completed. Trenches still need to be marked. Stones left over from 

the road work. Currently stored next to ROC bunker.  

Owner of the ROC bunker has been in touch by e-mail so whilst he has not registered the 

title he has maintained an interest in the property.  

Sale of petrol pump to Cragmore has been dropped as there is a current access 

agreement in place that suits their needs. 

Traffic Management – following an onsite meeting, CP is in the process of drawing up some 

site plans to reflect the different options discussed – will try to complete by this week. 

Brownies meeting had not taken place yet due to holidays.  

3) Decisions taken by e-mail 

 

a) Membership of Breadalbane Tourism Co-op 

On 31stJuly 2014 at 12:58pm, Claire Mullan, Company Secretary, e-mailed all Board 

members of the Comrie Development Trust on behalf of Vice-Chair, Sharon Rice-Jones. The 

proposal: to make an application to join the Breadalbane Tourism Co-operative, at a cost 

of £50. 

At 11:01am on 1st August, 5 responses in favour had been received. Along with the original 
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proposer, this makes 6 votes in favour. The proposal is therefore approved.  

It was noted that next year’s participation needs to be reviewed in light of the lack of 

Camp connection this year.  

b) Wilde Thyme heads of terms 

On 6th August 2014 at 3:24pm, Bob Hughes, Chair of Cultybraggan Camp Working Group, 

e-mailed all Board members of the Comrie Development Trust. The proposal: to instruct 

Harry Stott of CKD Galbraith LLP to commence unit 109 sale negotiations with Wilde Thyme, 

under CDT instruction; this accompanied by a draft heads of terms document prepared by 

Bob Hughes and Ray McMaster.   

At 1:44pm on 7th August, 4 responses in favour had been received. Along with the original 

proposers, this makes 6 votes in favour and constitutes a majority. The proposal is therefore 

approved.  

c) Commercial Quadrant 2 draft scope of brief 

At the Board meeting on 30th June 2014, it was agreed to carry three items over for 

discussion by e-mail. 

From the minute of that meeting: 

8)  Self-catering: next steps 

9)  CQII Scope of brief 

10) Heritage Investment Scope of brief 

It was proposed that items 8, 9 and 10 be dealt with by e-mail due to time constraints. 

This was agreed. 

On 15th July 2014 at 9:30am, Emma Margrett, CDT Chair, e-mailed all Board members of the 

Comrie Development Trust. This accompanied by three papers. The request:  

1. Self-catering: next steps (please respond with any comments regarding the recommendations). 

2. CQII scope of brief (please respond with your response to the recommendation). 

3. Heritage investment scope of brief (please respond with your response to the issues that need to be 

explored). 

On 23rd July 2014 at 4:35pm, Will Reid, Delivery Plan Manager, e-mailed a reminder with a 

specific request for approval of the proposal to work with Ewan Cameron on the brief for 

Commercial Quadrant 2. 

At 7:57am on 25th July, 9 responses had been received in favour. The proposal is therefore 

approved.  

WR had since written up the agreement but had received no response yet, this assumed to 

be due to holidays.   

A programme had been arranged to meet monthly to develop proposals, this to start  2nd 

week in September start. Wrap up by end of year.   

d) Sale of Plot D  

On 15thAugust, 2014 at 11:47 AM, Will Reid, Delivery Plan Manager, e-mailed all Board 

members of the Comrie Development Trust. The request: to approve the CCWG 

recommendation that the prospective purchaser should be given flexibility to site and 

move containers on the plot; this being agreed, the sale of Plot D could be completed. 

At 5pm on 15th August, 4 approvals and one abstention had been received. This, along 

with the previous approval from CCWG Chair Bob Hughes and CCWG member Chris 

Palmer, constitutes a majority in favour. Approval is therefore given. 
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Solicitors have subsequently been instructed.  

CM circulated a paper detailing the procedure for Board approval by e-mail.  

4) Sale of Hut 17 

A paper had been circulated for approval of the sale of hut 17. However, whilst CCWG 

was 4 in favour, there were 2 abstentions. Concerns had also been expressed by 2 other 

Board members, one more in favour, and 2 still to reply. In these circumstances it was felt a 

decision could not be taken by email and had to go to the Board meeting. 

A revised paper was subsequently circulated to reflect the views expressed by e-mail and 

to make a recommendation on how to proceed.  

Views expressed included: 

 Delay on holiday let issue to allow for more development of the Board policy in this 

area. 

 Lack of control over fencing and containers etc. and the prominence of the view to 

the Camp from the North.  

 Previous decision on holiday lets and homes for free huts scheme should be 

reviewed. 

 Could leave it to planning to take a view.  

Board members were asked to elaborate on these concerns:  

How do we monitor who is on site? How do we manage control of keys and other security 

issues? How to maintain a degree of control?  

After some discussion on the security arrangements at the camp, it was agreed that this 

control had been relinquished some time ago with the first sales in the commercial 

quadrant. Fencing and gates give the appearance of security but CCTV and site presence 

are our main measures. It was noted that having more people onsite creates more security. 

In terms of the holiday accommodation issue, it was noted that precedence had already 

been set by the sale of the ROC bunker as a holiday home.  

It was noted that any of the current owner occupiers could turn in their hut into holiday 

home/let and the Trust would have no control. This would be subject to planning, to which 

the Trust could object, but it would need to be very clear what the objection is and how 

this is different to the CDT proposal for self-catering units.  

It was noted that there had been no formal testing of the principle of holiday 

accommodation at the Camp but no objections had been raised or concerns flagged up 

in informal discussion with PKC planning dept.  

From a finance perspective, it was noted that the capital receipt and the connection to 

district heat are important.  

One Board member stated that they would prefer to see any reference to holiday lets 

removed from the Trust’s position on the sale of Hut 17 and felt that the Trust shouldn’t give 

away the right to object.  

Others however, felt that if the Trust will be applying for accommodation use, how could it 

object to his application.  

It was suggested that the Trust is not giving up the right to object. Any application made 
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will be examined in detail as it is applied for.  

A Board member who had previously abstained stated that in light of the precedence set 

and other information discussed, the proposal now has their full support.   

It was noted that sales are a different scenario to free huts. The current licence on a free 

hut states that the licensee cannot sublet so a holiday let would be prohibited. 

It was queried if a holiday home use would be permitted.  

As this is not a sublet, it was suggested that the Trust would not have any objections to 

occasional overnight stay.  

It wasn’t clear how the 28 days exemption rule would be applied. It would need to be 

checked whether each licence has their own 28 days or if the camp as a whole has a 28 

day allocation.   

Clarification was requested on why the free huts scheme is different to what the Trust wants 

to develop with the self-catering plan, the Heritage Hutting project, as there seemed to 

have been a suggestion that there might be some crossover.  

WR clarified that in the event that the self-catering project doesn’t take off, an alternative, 

a Plan B, would be needed or there would be a danger of losing the Historic Scotland 

funding. 

 Through the free huts scheme, a number of projects have come forward which 

might match the brief.  

 This would be a different level of investment – distinct from the basic free huts 

scheme.  

 Free huts scheme is for people who don’t have money to invest up front. 

 Heritage Hutting / Plan B would be about people who want to invest and get a 

return on their investment rather than basic refurbishment project.  

 Historic Scotland can fund 25% of the cost of installing heating which would add to 

the viability of the district heating system. 

 It was suggested that this would be like a community share initiative and it should it 

be opened out to the whole village.  

 It was felt that financial models would need to be explored and suggested that 

Jean Hamilton, who developed the Heritage hutting business plan, be asked to put 

a plan together for the investment hut model.  

 WR to ask Jean to quote for this work.  

 It was noted that this would have staff implications as someone would need to 

manage the dividends etc. This could be built into the business model.  

 It was also suggested that DTAS be contacted for support as they have a lot of 

experience in this area to draw on.  

In summary: 

Sale of Hut 17 is approved.  

Free huts cannot sublet so cannot be developed as a holiday let.  

A third investment model is to be developed as a plan B if the Heritage Hutting project fails 

to go ahead.  

Architects are currently working on reduced refurbishment costs for the identified huts. 

Historic Scotland could be expected to give a decision in January. Clarified that £200,000 is 

a maximum amount, it would also be possible go back and ask for less. 

Confirmed that there would be a clause in the sale to preclude any development in 

curtilage, this is to cover concerns about fencing and containers.  

Clarified that the Deed of Condition is a blanket document which covers what the Trust 
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can and cannot control in the commercial quadrant. WR to forward to BU. 

5) District Heating and EST loan  

Pipework and radiators in place for the new connections to Huts 17, 29 and 30 and Guard 

Block. Now waiting for electricity connection. 

Remedial work has been delayed due to difficulty getting parts. 

Now need a good few months of cold weather to assess efficiency improvements.  

SSE Regional Fund about to open. NC will look at applying for funding for renovation work 

to some huts. The fund covers lots of different types of social and community uses.  

It was thought that Heritage Hutting could be considered a social enterprise in terms of the 

kind of project they will fund as would community events and educational projects.  

Energy related projects ideas should be channelled to NC.  

Other project ideas should be directed to EM.  

NC will circulate information on the fund and call a meeting to discuss ideas. SRJ would like 

to attend meeting but would have to be daytime.  

An update was requested on the unaccounted for electricity consumption problem.  

It was clarified that Bill Lang had been tasked with getting the meters fitted. Progress on this 

to be checked.   

It was established that the reception and cell block / stores area of the guard block will be 

heated and the heat could be left on at an ambient temperature to dry out the building.  

It was requested that humidity be monitored to assess when paper records could be 

archived there.  

Update on loan from EST: 

Scottish Government audit team had wanted a due diligence report at a cost to the Trust 

of £5000. It had been negotiated that instead, the Trust goes back to paying the loan at 

original terms.  

Efficiency improvements and additional usage needs to be assessed for impact on 

financial viability. EST will do another free technical audit after use has been monitored for 

a time. 

Have we considered scrapping the system?  

Suggested that it was too early to consider this. Efficiency improvements and added use 

should be monitored first. Could look at this further down the line though.  

Suggested that as this was a pilot project the Trust should check how the other people in 

the pilot scheme are doing. It was confirmed that EST are currently doing a survey of the 

pilot scheme (8 participants)  

It was agreed to reassess later in the Autumn and revisit after second technical audit and 

pilot survey are complete.  

6) Strategy and Funding 

Strategy meeting notes had been circulated and no responses received. 
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EM had requested some figures from AH and had established that if the Trust wants to 

retain current staffing and office levels for the next financial year £100,000 would be 

needed. There are currently no funds for this. It was suggested that a group should be 

convened to discuss options and make funding applications before xmas.  

One plan would be to approach Esmee Fairbairn for 3 years staff funding (this is private 

money so de-minimis doesn’t apply) and identify 6 projects which hit the Trust’s aims – 

community, sustainability etc. with a focus on income generating projects also. 

Volunteers for this group are: Bob Hughes, Sharon Rice-Jones, Blair Urquhart and Emma 

Margrett. Andy Heming will also be asked to contribute. The aim is to develop a simple, 

focused, consolidated plan to take forward.  

It was confirmed that the Site Maintenance Assistant will be kept on but interim funds will 

need to be found for this.  

7) Year End reports 

These are needed now in order to allow the audit process to continue. If these could be 

returned more promptly in the future, the audit fees could be reduced.  

All outstanding reports must be submitted by Friday 29th August at the very latest.  

8) Comrie Foundation 

SRJ had prepared a work plan to review actions needed to take forward the Foundation’s 

aspirations. Clearing debt is the current priority before funding any other projects.  

SRJ will visit all WGs to inform of the plans in place.  

SRJ to circulate the work plan to the Board.  

9) SCVO Internship scheme 

Launching new scheme based on business growth for green, digital and creative industries. 

EM has applied for details and will circulate once they come in.  

10) AOB  

CP and the Woodland WG had met with Sister Candasiri at Milntuim to look at plans for the 

hillground. It had been a good meeting covering concerns about how the woodland 

planting might impact on them as neighbours. As well as shading issues, there was concern 

that any footpath link might conflict with tranquillity of what they want to achieve at the 

retreat. These had been taken on board by the group and would be worked into any 

future planting plans. Trustees of the Milntuim retreat may have an interest in houseplots on 

the hillground.  

There had been a drop-in session with the Forestry Commission (FC) on Friday 22nd August 

to discuss Laggan Wood plans. The FC representatives had reported a steady flow of 

people interested with lots of positive comments and feedback. They have drafted a 

document which will be circulated once updated with info from this meeting.  

SRJ reported that Doors Open Day would be held on 20th and 21st Sept. Volunteers are 

needed to do guided tours. 

The new owner had agreed to open the bunker but time may run out to put lighting and 

ventilation solutions in place.  

Subterranea Britannica would be visiting as guests of the new owner and may need 

accommodation in one long hut at the camp. They may, however, stay at Comrie Croft 

instead. 

BH, SRJ and CM had met to discuss the promotion and use of the new changing facilities. 
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Next step is to meet with SWG representative D McC. Meetings arranged for Wednesday 

morning 9:30 and Monday 1st September after CCWG.  

BU reported that communications with Dr Irvine were still open and himself and DR just 

needed to establish a date to meet with him.  

His interest in the strip of land to the west of the Camp had been established and it was 

agreed that this could be negotiated in a possible land swap for the strip needed to 

connect the camp to the path network.  

It was suggested that perhaps installation of a second stock fence against our security 

fence should requested if land swapped.  

It was agreed that opening up the path network would create great possibilities to get 

funding to install an all abilities off road route to the Camp. It was agreed that when it 

came to the details of any swap, the Trust should bring in professionals to negotiate; this to 

protect any Trustees involved and keep an open and transparent process.  

11) Membership applications 

None received.  

SRJ and EM will be meeting with Lynn Duke to do an article for the Strathearn Herald on the 

new Board and strategy developments. They will also mention the membership push / 

review of the membership database in this.   

12) CLOSED at 9:05pm - DONM 29th September.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


